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Kissing is an art form. A great kiss can stop traffic, start a five-alarm fire, and feel like Times Square

on New Year's Eve. Get your smooch on with all the different tricks and tips in this handy guide.

Bestselling author and columnist Violet Blue helps readers choose â€” and perfect â€” their very own

unforgettable kissing style. Learn how to time a kiss perfectly, how to deliver (and receive) a first

kiss, and how to ask for kisses with body language. Recognize when someone wants to kiss you,

when to build tension, and when to take your kiss to the next level. Discover all the secrets and

foolproof techniques for the perfect kiss in this indispensable guide to an overlooked sensual art.
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I have read a few books on kissing to see what I could learn. This is just another and quite

mediocre. Maybe it would be good for someone with few natural instincts for intimate relationships.

But generally not what I would call a worthwhile read.

While nothing beats practice for becoming a better kissing, this short & sweet (130 small pages)



guide offers many valuable tips in a humorous way to learn and improve your kissing - and even

how to practice, solo.Many techniques are covered, and there are also suggestions for evaluating

your kissing partner's reactions, kissing games, tongue training, and more. Fun, informative read.

A cute book, but not particularly useful. If you want actual pointers, keep looking.

Such a fun little read!! I be this is great as the book, the audio was very entertaining, but I imagine

the book has little extras like illustrations.This is a fun quirky book all about kissing. I thought I was

doing it right, but there are some great tips here!I listened to the audiobook narrated by Lia Langola,

who is a perfect fit. Her voice is sassy and fun, which really suits the material. I enjoyed her pace as

well, it really moves the book along.All around fun little listen. I hope to see more of this author's

quirky non-fiction in audio!*** I hope this review was useful to you and helped your decision to read

or not read this book. I love reading and sharing my opinions with other readers. I listen at double

speed; all my impressions of the narration are from that setting. Thanks for taking the time to read

my review! You can see more audiobook reviews on my blog www.eargasmsaudiobookreviews.com

***

This fun little "how to" book put a smile on my face. Like violet Blue states "kissing is an art form",

and she is right.Within these pages you will find detailed kissing tips as well as information on how

to identify different types of kissers, like the rock star and the yuppie and different types of kisses,

like the good-bye kiss and the lusty kiss. Kissing do's and don'ts are included as well as what to do

when things go wrong during smooches, like biting too hard to finding the person is a bad

kisser.There is also a section, which had me giggling, about hazardous kisses, like the zombie kiss,

"the most horrifying part of all: his mouth opens up into a gaping maw, threatening to swallow you

whole". p.62All in all, a very cute and fun book with some great kissing tips. I think this one would

make for a nice gift and as a coffee table read as well. Plenty to chat about here! Violet Blue knows

what she is talking about."The kiss that conquers all is your key to paradise-so it's important to have

a full arsenal of techniques at your disposal."p. 63, Kissing: A Field Guide by Violet Bluedisclaimer: I

received my free copy of Kissing: A Field Guide via the publisher. This review is my honest opinion,

I received no compensation for reading and reviewing this book.

The book is divided up into nine charming little chapters that cover everything from making a kiss

happen to make-out techniques. Along the way, Ms. Blue discusses a surprising number of related



issues, from self-esteem and confidence to lip glosses and stubble burn, (yes, there is such a thing -

if you've had you, you'll know). It's a fairly packed little volume, but I'll be honest, what won me over

was a single sentence on the first page:"You can communicate desire, urgency, caring - anything

you want, because what you're feeling when you kiss someone can be channeled right through you

like an electrical charge".And that's the thing, right there. Kissing is, ultimately, a very intimate form

of communication. While timing the moment and avoiding distraction are important, this knowledge -

that you are communicating when you kiss - is the key to kissing well.As a (ahem) veteran kisser, I

read this book with a great deal of affectionate hindsight. Much of the contents are fun and flirty and

very much suited to young women in their teens and twenties - those just stepping out onto this

particularly sweet path of experience. It's packed with fun lists and do's and don'ts and kisser

profiles and a couple of really cute quizzes.But even for those of us who have been around the

block, there were a few good reminders to pay attention to your partner and to know what you're

telling your lover when you give him or her a kiss. As Violet Blue writes in the first chapter, "a truly

sensual kisser is a girl who feels confident and sexy from within," and that is a message we can all

benefit from, regardless of how many kisses we've given and received.
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